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Rotolani Construction (Pty) Ltd was established in April 2019 as a scaffolding management 
service contractor for a well-known multi industrial contracting company in the following 
industry as a BEE partner/subcontractor Power generation, Petro chemical plant and coal 
mining. As we all know that the efficient techniques and up to date technology has been 
developed our company will purchase and apply them in the field of access scaffolding. We 
want to be known in the industry by providing world-class scaffolding solutions as our core 
service and growth strategy. Ratolani Construction (Pty) Ltd is 100% black youth owned, 
51% black woman owned and managed organization and a level 1(one) 
 
Our organization has four main stringently monitored operational services that is managed 
in line the world best practices and operational standard both national and international. 
The service we render is closely related due to the vision of being one stop contracting 
company to render a valued adding and cost effective service to our clients. 

Learn More About Us 

To provide quality service that is 
world class, we will achieve this 
through understanding our clients 
requirements, taking the specific 
notes of the aspects that has an 
effect on quality  agreement on the 
appropriate measures and training 
all our staff to ensure methods 
against the late trends and 
technology. We will adapt where 
applicable to ensure that we stay 
abreast in the respective fields that 
we operate in. 

Our Vision Our Purpose  
To provide one stop tailor made service of the 
highest possible standard in our clients through 
committed management and the well motivated 
staff.to continue to be the progressive and 
innovated organization on the national basis in 
the industry. 

We understand that the true value of a successful 
organization lies in the wealth that is its people. 
we are fully dedicated to building knowledge, 
skills and abilities that will ensure our employees 
success in both professional and personal lives 

Goals & Objectives 
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Demand for access scaffolding for painting and insulation projects in power stations and 
large marine works and infrastructure expansion projects in South Africa resulted in Ratolani 
construction to introduce the safest way of erecting and dismantling of scaffolding. With the 
team that we assemble we are able to undertake any project size, shutdowns and 
maintenance works where hire, supply, erect and dismantling services are called for. We 
want to be equipped so we can carry our own scaffolding refurbishment to ensure that our 
material are always in best quality for work or next project to be carried out. We will also 
utilize on the available international recognize computer software to ensure all the safe 
working structures and CAD draughting systems. Inline with relevant industry related 
diversification strategy Ratolani construction will use all its scaffolding resources in the 
construction industry, offering supply and erect services to all major contractors 

Access Scaffolding Thermal Insulation 

Surface Preparation Coating 
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OUR GREAT 
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We are professionals 
committed to saving our 
clients money through 
cost-effective solutions 
and value-added services 
while making a fair profit. 
 
 

Safety will always come 
first as we strive for 
accident-free projects 
 

Integrity(Honesty, Trust 
and Respect)We are 
committed to the highest 
ethical standards. It’s what 
our Customers expect from 
us and what our Associates 
expect from their 
leadership and each other . 
This is earned through our 
performance and by our 
example 

Professional Safety Integrity 
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Choose Us? 

Contact Us, Now! 
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